PRIPYAT
“Stop. Look. Listen. You are a reconnaissance soldier sent out on a critical mission to
examine the life sustainability of the radioactive wasteland, Pripyat. Capture your objective
points and watch out for any… unusual creatures.. running around. Capture every point and
radio your squad to “move in!””
PRIPYAT is a survival horror game set in the remote, abandoned Ukrainian city, “Pripyat”;
The nearest city to the 1986 Chernobyl nuclear disaster. You play as a reconnaissance
soldier sent in to study the sustainability of Pripyat in order to move your squad in safely.
You’re equipped with your nightvision Portable Laser Designator (PLD), your only bastion of
hope in this radioactive wasteland. Capture every point to make it out alive..
Watch out… there’s something watching you.
INSTRUCTIONS:
Basic controls
W A S D + MOUSE (First person)
Further controls
Hold RIGHT MOUSE BUTTON → look through PLD
Press F key to deploy a flare (should you have any)
1) Capture all 4 points (Alpha, Bravo, Charlie, Delta) listed by markers on your PLD
2) Stand near a point to begin making progress towards point capture
A green status bar will appear if you’re in the capture area
3) Avoid the beast by staying vigilant! It is known to have a negative effect on electronics.
4) If you encounter the beast, you may “Spot” him by hovering the PLD crosshair over it.
You will see a targeting reticle. Releasing the PLD will banish the beast temporarily.
This is your only base defense.
5) If you happen to find any flares, you may press the “F” key to deploy one. Flares will
immediately banish any beast… though it may come back quickly, depending on the
circumstance.
6) Completely capture all four points, and you win! Get caught by the beast, and your
soldier days are over.

Have fun!

